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Membrane Tension, Lipid Adaptation, Conformational Changes,
and Energetics in MscL Gating
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ABSTRACT This study aims to explore gating mechanisms of mechanosensitive channels in terms of membrane tension,
membrane adaptation, protein conformation, and energetics. The large conductance mechanosensitive channel from
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Tb-MscL) is used as a model system; Tb-MscL acts as a safety valve by releasing small osmolytes
through the channel opening under extreme hypoosmotic conditions. Based on the assumption that the channel gating involves
tilting of the transmembrane (TM) helices, we have performed free energy simulations of Tb-MscL as a function of TM helix tilt
angle in a dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine bilayer. Based on the change in system dimensions, TM helix tilting is shown to be
essentially equivalent to applying an excess surface tension to the membrane, causing channel expansion, lipid adaptation,
and membrane thinning. Such equivalence is further corroborated by the observation that the free energy cost of Tb-MscL
channel expansion is comparable to the work done by the excess surface tension. Tb-MscL TM helix tilting results in an
expanded water-conducting channel of an outer dimension similar to the proposed fully open MscL structure. The free energy
decomposition indicates a possible expansion mechanism in which tilting and expanding of TM2 facilitates the iris-like motion of
TM1, producing an expanded Tb-MscL.
INTRODUCTION
Mechanosensation is an essential biological process by
which cells respond to external environmental changes
(1,2). Various forms of life from bacteria to mammals can
detect external stimuli (e.g., pressure, touch, balance, and
pain) via mechanosensitive (MS) channels and take corre-
sponding actions. Among various MS channels with specific
functions assigned, bacterial MS channels protect cells from
lysis by releasing small osmolytes through the channel
opening under extreme hypoosmotic conditions (3). Based
on their conductance level in Escherichia coli, MS channels
are classified into three families (4): MscM with mini
conductance (~0.5 nS), MscS with small conductance
(~1 nS), and MscL with large conductance (~3 nS). Among
these families, MscL is the first cloned and the most studied
MS channel (5).

The crystal structure of MscL homolog from
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Tb-MscL) reveals a homopen-
tameric architecture with each monomer having N- and
C-terminal domains at the cytoplasmic side and a two-helix
transmembrane domain (TM1 and TM2) connected by
a periplasmic loop (Fig. 1) (6). The structure represents
a closed state with the TM1 helices lining the channel lumen
and the TM2 helices in contact with the lipid bilayer. Five
Val-21 residues form a constriction gate blocking the
channel near its cytoplasmic opening. MscL gating is
tension-dependent; there exist several intermediate conduct-
ing states when the channel undergoes closed to fully open
transition (7). An expanded intermediate state was recently
revealed by a crystal structure of MscL homolog from
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Staphylococcus aureus (Sa-MscL) (8) with a periplasmic
area of ~2200 Å2, which is similar to that of a proposed fully
open MscL (7), and a constriction zone of ~3 Å radius.

Considerable efforts have been made to elucidate the
gating mechanisms of MscL. Patch clamp experiments
show that Eco-MscL (from E. coli) is activated by an
applied membrane tension of 8–12 dyn/cm, depending on
the membrane environments (7,9). Using the same patch
clamp experiment in conjunction with kinetic and thermo-
dynamic analysis (7,10), a free energy difference of
~30.6 kcal/mol was estimated between the closed and fully
open Eco-MscL in a membrane without applied tension. On
the other hand, various computational methods, such as
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of MscL in a curved
bilayer (11), steered MD simulations to stretch open the
channel (12), and continuum elastic modeling of the channel
(13,14), have been applied to investigate tension-induced
MscL conformational changes. Despite these efforts, the
following fundamental questions still need to be addressed
to fully understand the tension-induced gating mechanism;
i), how is the applied tension perceived by both
the membrane and MscL? More specifically, what are the
extents of hydrophobic match between MscL and the
surrounding membrane and how much does the local
membrane thickness deviate from that of the bulk
membrane (i.e., the membrane adaptation) to accommodate
such a hydrophobic match? ii), what are the structural
changes of MscL upon tension increase, and iii), what is
the free energy associated with such structural changes?

This work aims to elucidate the relationship between
applied membrane tension and the channel conformation
in atomic detail and provide insights into the energetics
during the channel gating process. For a channel like
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.06.029
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FIGURE 1 Molecular representation of MscL (A) monomer and (B) pen-

tamer. Each monomer has two transmembrane helices, TM1 and TM2, and

cytosol-facing N- and C-termini. The lipid bilayer is illustrated by the

yellow slab. Also shown is the constriction zone residue Val-21 highlighted

in sphere presentation. The figures are prepared using PyMOL (51).
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MscL to achieve an open state with an estimated radius of
15–20 Å (7), TM helix rearrangements must take place. In
particular, either the pore-facing TM helices have to
increase their tilt angles or more TM helices have to be
present to line the channel wall. Many experimental
evidences favor the former. For example, the electron para-
magnetic resonance experiments of Eco-MscL trapped in an
open state showed little difference in solvent accessibility of
TM2 residues between the closed and open state (15) and
the modeling of open Eco-MscL with both TM1 and TM2
helices facing the channel pore leads to an open channel
with smaller radius than the expected 15–20 Å and exposure
of the hydrophobic residues to the lumen. Taking these
evidences into consideration, we adopted the hypothesis
that the MscL opening is achieved predominantly by TM
helix tilting, and performed a total of 1.2-ms umbrella
sampling free energy MD simulations of Tb-MscL in dimyr-
istoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) bilayers at a series of
TM tilt angles. The results are presented and discussed in
terms of the relationship between TM helix tilting and
applied surface tension, the impact of TM helix tilting on
lipid properties, channel conformational changes, and the
energetics. On the basis of these observations, possible
mechanisms of Tb-MscL expansion and gating are
discussed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Simulations of Tb-MscL in a DMPC bilayer

The Tb-MscL crystal structure (PDB:2OAR) (6) was used for all simula-

tions. Assuming MscL gating is driven by tension-induced TM helix tilting,

we have explored the possible gating mechanisms by applying the helix tilt

restraint potential to the TM helices (TM1 and TM2) of Tb-MscL in

a DMPC bilayer; the restraint potential holds TM tilt angles at their target

values (16). Although other lipid bilayers like 1-palmitoyl-2-oleyl-sn-glyc-

ero-3-phosphoethanolamine, dioleoylphosphatidylcholine, and dioleoyl-

phosphatidylglycerol could be used in molecular simulations, exploring

impacts of different lipids on the MscL gating properties is beyond the

scope of the current study. An initial system of Tb-MscL in DMPC bilayers

bathed in 0.5 M KCl was generated using the Membrane Builder module
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(17,18) in CHARMM-GUI (19). Although ~10% decrease in gating tension

threshold and ~20% higher gating energy were observed for Eco-MscL

after truncation of C-terminal residues (Ala-110-Ser-136) in one set of

experiments (20), no significant change in gating tension sensitivity was

found in an earlier study (21). Because the C-terminus truncated mutant

can still reach the same fully open state as the wild-type channel (20,21),

the C-terminal helix (Gln-110-Asn-125) in Tb-MscL was excised to reduce

the number of atoms in the system.

To accommodate the expansion of the system size in the XY axes upon

helix tilting, we used NPgT (constant pressure, surface tension, and temper-

ature) dynamics (22) with a pressure of 1 atm along the Z direction (the

membrane normal), a surface tension of 20 dyn/cm, and a temperature of

303.15 K. The 20 dyn/cm surface tension was applied to avoid the freezing

of lipid tails in the CHARMM lipid force field (23,24), and it was shown

that such surface tension values do not perturb the energetics (25); n.b.,

this work was initiated much earlier than the release of the new lipid force

field (26), which allows NPT simulations without chain freezing. Because

the system size along the Z axis (Lz) decreases as the system size expands

along XY, the initial system was built to have a relatively large Lz (Lz ¼
110 Å). Considering possible asymmetric expansions in the cytoplasmic

and periplasmic sides of Tb-MscL, we used P21 image transformation

(27) to allow the variation in the number of lipids at the top and bottom leaf-

lets during the simulation. The final system consisted of one Tb-MscL, 201

DMPC molecules, 177 Kþ ions, 182 Cl� ions, and 20,534 water molecules,

resulting in a total of 94,174 atoms.

All calculations have been done using the biomolecular simulation

program CHARMM (28) with the all-atom parameter set PARAM22 (29)

including the dihedral cross-term corrections (CMAP) (30) and a modified

TIP3P water model (31). We first equilibrated the initial systems with

450 ps NPAT (constant area) dynamics followed by 450 ps NPgT dynamics

with the nonbonded and dynamics options in the Membrane Builder inputs;

the van der Waals interactions were smoothly switched off at 11–12 Å by

a force switching function (32) and the electrostatic interactions were

calculated using the particle-mesh Ewald method with a mesh size of

~1 Å for fast Fourier transformation, k ¼ 0.34 Å�1, and a sixth-order

B-spline interpolation (33).

We defined the TM1 (Ile-14-Ile-38) and TM2 (Leu-69-Val-91) helices

according to the original published literature (34). The tilt angle (t) was

defined as the angle between the helical axis and the membrane normal

(Z axis). The helix tilt restraint potential (16) was then applied to both

TM1 and TM2 to set up 30 simulation systems (dt1 to dt30). The systems

were generated by tilting both TM helices simultaneously in 1� increment

every 200 ps, i.e., gradually varying t of TM helices together from 35� to
64� (TM1) and 33� to 62� (TM2), respectively. Because the tilt angle differ-

ences between the closed and modeled open states for TM1 and TM2 are

similar (6,15), we decided to tilt the TM segments together. After gener-

ating the initial windows, we have performed a total of 40-ns umbrella

sampling MD simulation for each system. Fig. S1, A and B in the Support-

ing Material show the final systems of dt1 and dt30.
Potential of mean force of TM helices tilting
and its decomposition

The free energy profile of each TM helix, GTM(t), as a function of t was

calculated by the mean force integration method (35–37), i.e., by inte-

grating the mean force, hFðtÞit , along t,

dGTMðtÞ
dt

¼ �hFðtÞit ¼
�
vUðrÞ
vt

� kBT
v ln jJj
vt

�
t

; (1)

where kB, U(r), and jJj are the Boltzmann constant, the system potential

energy, and the Jacobian related to the transformation of the coordinate

system, respectively (16). The potential of mean forces (PMFs) calculated

using Eq. 1 is compatible with those calculated from the weighted
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histogram analysis method (38) (data not shown). Based on the equivalence

between the PMF and the thermodynamic reversible work along the reac-

tion coordinate, the total PMF can be decomposed into contributions arising

from various microscopic forces (35). In this study, the total PMF is decom-

posed into the physically relevant contributions from helix conformation

and helix-helix interactions (GTM-TM), helix-membrane interactions

(GTM-MEMB), and helix-solvent interactions (GTM-SOLV). It should be noted

that the helix conformation term in GTM-TM includes two components: one

from the helix conformational change (Gconf) and the other from the helix

orientational change. The first term, Gconf, consists of the total self-energy

of the TM helices and contributions from interactions between TM and the

rest of the protein; the latter corresponds to the TM helix orientational

entropy (Gpre) related to accessible precession space of the helix when it

tilts and is represented by the Jacobian term in Eq. 1 (16). Because the

Gpre contribution is very small for t > 20�, which is the case in this study,

its contribution to the total PMF is not considered.
MscL cross-sectional area calculation

Both the solvent accessible area inside the pore (Apore) and the in-plane area

of the channel (Ain-plane) were calculated from the averaged structure of the

last 30-ns simulation in each system. To define the solvent accessible area,

the CHARMM PARAM22 Lennard-Jones radii were scaled by 2�1/6

(to obtain the contact radii) and then increased by a probe radius of

1.4 Å. A grid-based search with a 0.2 Å grid spacing was performed for

slabs along the Z axis. The slabs were defined differently in Apore and

Ain-plane calculations for the purpose of comparison with experimental

measurements. In the case of Apore, the Z length of every four residues along

TM1 from Ile-14 to Thr-35 was chosen to define a slab. The Apore for each

slab was then calculated as the difference between the area of both the

protein and solvent and the protein-only area. For Ain-plane, a slab length

of 4.0 Å along the Z axis was used from �12.5 Å to 12.5 Å in 0.1 Å incre-

ments, and Ain-plane was calculated by the total area of both the protein and

solvent in a given slab.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

TM helix tilting and excess surface tension

Our simulation study is based on the hypothesis that TM
helix tilting is the major initial response to the applied
excess membrane tension during the tension-dependent
closed-to-open transition, and TM helix tilting would result
FIGURE 2 (A) Excess membrane tension (gex) and its standard error as a func

lipid bilayer (LC2contact and L
C22
contact in red and blue, respectively), the noncontact lip

Z axis (LTM2 in green). LC2contact and LC2noncontact are defined as the average distances

and bottom leaflets of the contact and noncontact lipids, respectively. LC22contact is

methylene carbons in the lipid acyl chains. LTM2 is defined by the span of back

Tb-MscL as a function of dt. Its SD (cyan) is calculated by sequentially dividing

Also shown is the work done by the excess tension (DGTENSION) in solid circle
in the similar conformation change of the channel as the
excess tension applied in experiments. To examine such
correspondence between TM helix tilting (dt, simulation)
and the applied excess tension (gex, experiment), gex was
estimated for each dt system based on the area compress-
ibility (Ka) and the area change (DA) of the whole system
due to TM helix tilting (39),

gex ¼ 1

2
Ka

DA

A0

; (2)

where A0 is the area in system dt1 and DA is the area devi-
ation from A0. Ka can be computed from the average area
hAi and its fluctuation hdA2i in each dt system,

Ka ¼ kBT
hAi�
dA2

�: (3)

Fig. S2 A shows that Ka is roughly similar for most systems
with an average of 135 5 46 dyn/cm, similar to the exper-

imentally measured Ka in a pure DMPC bilayer (40).
Considering the difference between the systems, gex is
evaluated independently for each system using the corre-
sponding Ka value. It should be noted that there is no actual
gex explicitly applied to each system during the simulations,
and gex is the tension required to achieve similar system
expansion in the XY plane (due to TM helix tilting). There-
fore, gex is different from the surface tension (g) employed
in the NPgT simulations, which is the same in all dt systems
(Fig. S2 B) and was applied to avoid freezing of lipid tails
with the previous CHARMM lipid force field (see Materials
and Methods).

Fig. 2A shows a linear relationship betweengex and dt;gex
reaches up to 22.0 5 10.7 dyn/cm at dt ¼ 30�. Indeed, tilt
angle increase in the TM helices corresponds to the incre-
ment ingex that is necessary to achieve similar system expan-
sion in the XY plane. Emphasis, though, should not be placed
on the absolute values of the calculated gex because of the
following concerns. First, Tb-MscL requires twice larger
tion of dt with its linear interpolation (red). (B) The thickness of the contact

id bilayer (LC2noncontact in black), and the hydrophobic length of TM2 along the

between the C2 atoms, the second carbon in the glycerol moiety, in the top

defined in the same fashion but with C22/C32 atoms, which are the first

bone atoms on TM2 helices along the Z axis. (C) The total PMF (red) of

the last 30-ns trajectory in each dt window into six pieces of 5-ns duration.

s (black).
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gating tension than Eco-MscL in the same membrane patch
(41). Second, gating tension of MscL is sensitive to the
hydrophobic thickness of the membrane (42) and the tension
threshold of Eco-MscL gating was measured in E. coli
membranes (7), which are predominantly composed of
1,2-dioleoyl-phosphatidylethanolamine with 18 carbon
atoms on the lipid acyl chain. Last, the gating tension depends
on the headgroup of the lipid in a membrane (9). Despite
these differences that limit the comparison between the
calculatedgex and the experimental values, water permeation
is detected after dt ¼ 16� and an expanded channel is
achieved. This expanded state of Tb-MscL does not conduct
ions and is structurally different than the proposed fully
opened channel (see below). To reach a fully open state,
TM helix rearrangement may take place after the TM tilting,
and the time scale of such an event is beyond the current
simulations. Nevertheless, we can characterize membrane
bilayer properties that converge quickly in simulations to
explore the response of the bilayer and the protein-lipid inter-
actions uponTMhelix tilting. Because of the correspondence
between dt and gex, the same response is expected when an
actual surface tension is applied in experiments.
Influence of TM helix tilting on lipid bilayer
properties

Bilayer thinning is observed during the course of Tb-MscL
TM helix tilting (Fig. S1). Because the extent of bilayer thin-
ning can be different depending on the proximity of the lipids
to Tb-MscL, the thinning effects are examined separately for
lipids that are in contact with or far away from the protein;
a distance criterion of 4 Å from MscL heavy atoms is em-
ployed to distinguish the two types of lipids. As shown in
Fig. 2 B, the thickness of the contact lipid bilayer (LC2contact)
is more affected by the dt increment than that of the noncon-
tact bilayer (LC2noncontact); the thinning magnitudes are 7.1 5
0.4 Å (contact) and 4.7 5 0.4 Å (noncontact) at dt ¼ 30�.
This is because the local lipids are in direct contact with
the channel, and are more sensitive to TM tilting. Based on
the theory of elastic bilayer deformation, Ursell et al. (43)
estimated that the bilayer deformation extends ~30 Å from
the channel wall. As shown in Table S1, the present simula-
tion dimension in XY is smaller to measure the bulk lipid
properties, but the difference between LC2contact and LC2noncontact
can readily illustrate the local bilayer deformation.

Interestingly, the membrane bilayer adaptation also
changes in response to TM helix tilting; the adaptation is
defined as DL ¼ LC2contact � LC2noncontact with positive and nega-
tive values indicating local membrane thickening and thin-
ning, respectively. DL is relatively large at small dt (e.g.,
3.45 0.9 Å at dt¼ 1�), but it starts to vanish as dt increases
and becomes only �0.8 5 0.6 Å at dt ¼ 30�. The DL
change as a function of dt indicates the adjustment of the
local lipid bilayer to maximize the hydrophobic match
between TM2 of Tb-MscL and the lipid bilayer in the course
Biophysical Journal 101(3) 671–679
of TM helix tilting. Fig. 2 B also shows the effective hydro-
phobic length of TM2 along the Z axis (LTM2) and the hydro-
phobic thickness of the contacting bilayer (LC22contact)
measured between the first methylene carbons in the lipid
tails of the top and bottom leaflets. Although the gap
between LTM2 and LC2contact grows along dt, LTM2 is always
in between LC2contact and L

C22
contact, implying that the lipid hydro-

phobic/hydrophilic transition region between the second
carbon (C2) in the glycerol moiety and the first methylene
carbons (C22/C32) in the lipid tails allows a freedom of
TM2 positioning in the bilayer while still maintaining the
maximal hydrophobic match. Such optimal hydrophobic
interactions even at large dt stabilizes the expanded MscL
and facilitates the opening process.
Conformational changes of Tb-MscL upon TM
helix tilting

The structural changes and stability of Tb-MscL during the
umbrella sampling simulations are examined by the root
mean-square deviation (RMSD), the root mean-square fluc-
tuation, and the TM helicity (Fig. S3). Fig. S3 A shows the
RMSD of the TM helix backbone from the crystal structure
as a function of time for the dt1, dt10, dt20, and dt30
systems; the time averages of the RMSD are 1.2 5 0.1,
3.0 5 0.1, 5.3 5 0.1, and 7.9 5 0.3 Å, respectively.
Clearly, TM helix tilting results in structural changes
(channel opening, see below). However, the small RMSD
fluctuation in each system, mostly <0.4 Å, indicates
minimal conformational changes within each dt system.
The root mean-square fluctuation in Fig. S3 B shows similar
trends in each system; as anticipated, the TM regions exhibit
minor structural fluctuation, whereas much higher flexibility
is observed for the residues in the terminal and loop regions.
The TM helicity in Fig. S3 C illustrates the integrity of the
TM helix structure during the simulations; both TM1 and
TM2 maintain helicity above 80% even with large tilt
angles. Based on the stability of Tb-MscL in all simulations,
the following analyses are performed for the last 30-ns
trajectories to investigate the conformational changes asso-
ciated with the channel opening process.

TM helix tilting is accompanied by Tb-MscL channel
expansion. Fig. 3 A plots the average channel pore area
(Apore) along TM1 residues in systems dt1, dt10, dt20, and
dt30, and the x-ray structure. Interestingly, the constriction
zone is maintained by a stretch of residues from Leu-17 to
Val-21 regardless of the channel expansion as dt increases;
previous mutagenesis studies on the corresponding residues
in Eco-MscL illustrate the importance of these residues in
the tension-dependent gating process (44). Apore in the peri-
plasmic region (Thr-35 to Ile-38) increases from 65 Å2 in
the x-ray structure to 539 5 57 Å2 at dt ¼ 30�. In contrast,
the Apore change at the constriction zone is moderate, only
increased by 425 12 Å2. Although it is small, the constric-
tion zone is large enough to create a water pathway in



FIGURE 4 (A) Definitions of the TM azimuthal angle (b). The structure

of Tb-MscL at dt¼ 30� is shown in tubular cartoon presentation with high-
lighted subunit A (red) and its pivot region from Leu-17 to Val-21 (blue).

a is the helix axis. O is the center of mass of the channel. (B) Average

azimuthal angle (b) and its SD of TM1 (top) and TM2 (bottom) in Tb-

MscL subunits (red, green, blue, magenta, and cyan) as a function of dt.

FIGURE 3 (A) Solvent accessible area profile along TM1 residues. The

inset shows Apore near the constriction zone. The SDs are calculated from

5-ns sequential trajectory pieces in the last 30-ns simulation. (B) Ain-plane

profile along the Z axis. Area profiles are plotted for the x-ray structure

(black), dt1 (red), dt10 (green), dt20 (blue), and dt30 (magenta).
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Tb-MscL; 42 Å2 corresponds to the cross-sectional area of
seven water molecules and an effective radius of 3.7 Å. At
the largest dt (30�), the inward (from the periplasmic side
to the cytoplasmic side), and outward water crossing rates,
calculated by counting the water molecules crossing the
XY plane in the constriction zone, are 2113 ns�1 and
2104 ns�1. However, due to the stochastic nature and current
simulation time, no ion permeation is observed.

Fig. 3 B shows the in-plane (cross-sectional) protein area
(Ain-plane) along the Z axis. During TM helix tilting, the
largest expansion occurs at the periplasmic side: from
1073 Å2 (x-ray) to 3603 5 6 Å2 (dt30). Ain-plane of the
expanded Tb-MscL at dt ¼ 30� corresponds to a channel
with an outer diameter of ~68 Å, almost equivalent to that
of the suggested fully opened channel (15). The Ain-plane

change, DAin-plane, at the cytoplasmic side is much smaller,
only 295 5 24 Å2. An average DAin-plane, calculated using
both DAin-plane at the cytoplasmic (Z ¼ �12.5 Å) and peri-
plasmic (Z ¼ 12.5 Å) sides, is 1413 Å2, well within the
expanded area (580 to 2080 Å2) estimated from individual
membrane patches in the patch clamp experiments (10).
These observations, together with the finding that Tb-MscL
with large dt conducts water, support that TM helix tilting in
the current study results in an expanded Tb-MscL structure,
i.e., an intermediate structure between the closed and the
fully open Tb-MscL.
We examine the change in TM helix orientation as
Tb-MscL expands in terms of TM azimuthal angle (b);
b is defined as the angle between the XY plane projections
of a TM helix principal axis and a reference vector from
the center of mass of the constriction-zone residues (Leu-
17 to Val-21) to the center of mass of the channel (Fig. 4
A). The basis of choosing such a reference vector is that
the center of mass positions of both the constriction zone
and the channel are almost invariant. Because the helix tilt
restraint force is only exerted on the Ca atoms that define
the helical axis, TM helices can change their spatial arrange-
ment, depending on TM-TM and TM-environment interac-
tions, whereas their tilt angle is maintained at the target
value. Therefore, the evolution of TM orientation in terms
of b along dt could be a good measure of Tb-MscL expan-
sion pathway. As shown in Fig. 4 B, although bTM1 of
subunit A shows an increase of 16 5 4� from dt ¼ 1� to
30�, it decreases by 21 5 4�, 12 5 6�, 6 5 7�, and 10 5
4� for the B, C, D, and E subunits, respectively. By defini-
tion, the decrease in bTM1 indicates that there is a right-
handed twisting motion of TM1 occurring simultaneously
with the constriction zone expansion. More specifically,
TM1 tilting makes its periplasmic end swing toward the
pore axis and moves its cytoplasmic end away from the
pore axis, resulting in an iris-like opening, similar to what
was proposed in the gating model of Tb-MscL and
Eco-MscL (45); the exception in subunit A is discussed
below in the context of TM rearrangement for the transition
from an expanded to a fully open state. Unlike bTM1, there is
no significant difference in bTM2, either between the systems
with different dt or between the individual subunits, indi-
cating that the motion of TM2 is different from that of
TM1; instead of tilting and twisting, TM2 helices tilt and
move outward, away from the pore axis.
Free energy change upon TM helix tilting

Fig. 2 C shows the total PMF, i.e., the sum of the PMFs from
all TM helices, as a function of dt from the last 30-ns
Biophysical Journal 101(3) 671–679



FIGURE 5 Average pairwise Ca-Ca distance between TM1 (Val-15-

Thr-35) and TM2 (Leu-89-Leu-69) from the same subunit (red) and the

neighboring subunit (black) at each dt.
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trajectory of each system. We examine the PMF conver-
gence by dividing the last 30-ns trajectory into 5-ns sequen-
tial pieces and calculating the SD from the 5-ns PMFs. The
largest fluctuation of the total PMF is 8.7 kcal/mol at dt ¼
30� and the SD of each TM helix PMF is small, mostly
below 2.0 kcal/mol, supporting the overall convergence of
the PMF profiles.

The free energy change (DGMscL) from the Tb-MscL
x-ray structure is correlated with the work done by gex

(i.e., DGTENSION ¼ gex � DAin-plane). The correspondence
between DGMscL and DGTENSION is not incidental; they
are of similar magnitude and both increase as a function
of dt (Fig. 2 C). This indicates that TM tilting would result
in an expanded channel that can also be achieved by
applying a surface tension, echoing the proposed TM tilting
mechanism for the MscL opening (15). DGMscL (18.1 5
3.4 kcal/mol at dt ¼ 16� and 57.9 5 8.7 kcal/mol at dt ¼
30�) is also comparable of that (8.2–31.3 kcal/mol)
measured using Eco-MscL in giant spheroplasts (10),
although direct comparison between the two free energies
is not possible due to the aforementioned complications
arising from the use of Tb-MscL and DMPC bilayer in the
simulations. Nonetheless, examining the contributions
from different components to the total free energy is still
valid and provides valuable insights into the causes of
MscL conformational change upon expansion.

Fig. S4 shows the contribution from each TM1 (DGTM1)
and TM2 (DGTM2) to the total PMF as a function of dt, and
the values at dt ¼ 30� are summarized in Table S2. In total,
all TM2 supply 44.1 kcal/mol to DGMscL upon channel
expansion/opening, whereas the contribution from TM1 is
only 13.8 kcal/mol. Such a difference asserts that the major
contribution to DGMscL arises from the expansion of TM2.
Unlike the TM2 expansion, TM1 conformational change
(tilting and twisting) does not require much energy input.
As a result, once Tb-MscL reaches an expanded state with
outer dimensions similar to a fully open channel, TM1
may rearrange and facilitate the transition to a fully open
channel.

Using the mean force integration technique based on
Eq. 1, the PMF of each TM can be further decomposed
into the contributions from TM-TM (DGTM-TM), TM-mem-
brane (DGTM-MEMB), and TM-solvent (DGTM-SOLV) interac-
tions. The decomposition result is shown in Fig. S5, and
Table S3 summarizes the change in each component
between the closed (the x-ray structure) and the observed
expanded channel (dt30). In general, DGTM-MEMB is small
and similar in both TM1 and TM2. For TM1, this is because
they form the channel lumen and do not interact directly
with the membrane. In the case of TM2, while in contact
with the DMPC bilayer, they do maintain hydrophobic
match with the surrounding bilayer as they tilt (Fig. 2 B),
which keeps DGTM-MEMB small. In contrast to DGTM-MEMB,
TM1 have much larger DGTM-SOLV than TM2. There is
also a weak negative correlation between DGTM-SOLV and
Biophysical Journal 101(3) 671–679
DGTM-TM in TM1; an increase in DGTM-SOLV is mostly
accompanied by a decrease in DGTM-TM or vice versa
(Fig. S5). It is such a balance that results in the relatively
small DGTM1, which may also be the case during further
TM1 rearrangement.

Unlike TM1,DGTM-TM is the predominant contribution to
DGTM2. In the closed Tb-MscL structure (6), TM2 interacts
with TM1 from both the same and the neighboring subunits.
As shown by a small change in the intersubunit TM1-TM2
distance (DTM1-TM2), from 10.25 0.1 Å (x-ray structure) to
11.2 5 0.6 Å (dt ¼ 30�) (Fig. 5), the contact interface
between TM1 and the TM2 of the adjacent subunit is well
preserved during TM helix tilting; the interfacial residues,
namely Val-19, Ile-23, Ala-26, Leu-30, and Phe-34 on
TM1 and Leu-72, Ala-75, Phe-79, Ile-82, and Val-86 on
TM2, are unchanged as illustrated in Fig. 6, A and B. The
analogous interaction pattern is also observed in the crystal
structure of expanded Sa-MscL (Fig. 6 C) (8), with residues
corresponding to those in the interfaces in Tb-MscL. This
implies the important role of these residues in intersubunit
TM interactions. The similarity observed between the TM
interfaces also corroborates the biological relevance of the
expanded Tb-MscL structures that resulted from the current
study. On the other hand, the channel expansion process
largely disrupts the interaction network between TM1 and
TM2 in the same subunit; the intrasubunit DTM1-TM2

increases from 14.4 5 0.1 Å (x-ray structure) to 20.4 5
1.7 Å (dt ¼ 30�) (Fig. 5). This increase in the intrasubunit
DTM1-TM2 determines the large contribution of DGTM-TM

to DGTM2. The changes in the interaction network include
the breakage of an H-bond between the hydroxyl group in
Thr-35 and the amide group in Asn-78 and the loss of
hydrophobic interaction between Val-31 and Leu-81 (see
Fig. S6, A and B).

How does an expanded structure proceed to a fully open
one? Unfortunately, the time scale of such an event is
beyond the current simulations. However, the aforemen-
tioned energetic consideration, e.g., a balance between



FIGURE 6 Interfacial residues between TM1 (red) and TM2 (green) in

adjacent subunits: (A) Tb-MscL system dt1, (B) Tb-MscL system dt30,

and (C) Sa-MscL x-ray structure. The helices are shown in tube represen-

tation with the interfacial residues highlighted by sticks.
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DGTM-SOLV and DGTM-TM in DGTM1, suggests that such
transition involving TM1 rearrangement does not require
significant energy input. This argument is also supported
by the fact that the most work from the applied tension
(DGTENSION) is used to expand the MscL channel (DGMscL),
as shown in Fig. 2 C. We speculate that the TM1 rearrange-
ment is likely to be initiated by the increased mobility of
TM1 after dt ¼ 15� as illustrated by heterogeneous
b changes in different subunits (Fig. 4 B); such increase is
also observed in the electron paramagnetic resonance exper-
iments of an Eco-MscL trapped in an open state (15). When
dt is small, bTM1 in all subunits are similar to each other and
invariant, implying a symmetric expansion of the wall
formed by TM1 (Fig. 7, A and B). This symmetric expansion
is limited by the optimal hydrophobic packing between the
cytoplasmic end residues (including the constriction zone),
preventing the channel from further opening (Fig. 7 B). As
TM tilt more, TM1 in different subunits may have different
bTM1 because of different intrasubunit and intersubunit TM1
and TM2 interactions governing bTM1. With decreased bTM1

(all subunits except the subunit A in Fig. 4 B), the cyto-
plasmic ends of the TM1 move away from each other,
FIGURE 7 Molecular representation of TM1 in all subunits (red, green, blue,

heavy atoms of constriction zone residue Leu-17 are highlighted in sphere repr
reducing the favorable intersubunit hydrophobic interac-
tions in the constriction zones. However, the extent of
such motions is limited because TM2 stop expanding after
the channel reaches the outer dimension of the fully open
state. To completely disrupt the hydrophobic interactions
in the constriction zone and fully open the channel, an asym-
metric motion of TM1 is needed. In the current simulations,
this asymmetric motion is provided by the increase in bTM1

in subunit A (Fig. 7 C), which results in the disruption of the
hydrophobic interactions between residues in the constric-
tion zone, and may lead to the complete opening of the
channel. It is also possible that increase in TM1 mobility
is accompanied by change in its t, i.e., TM1’s t changes
after TM2 finishes expanding to complete the full close-
to-open transition. However, the magnitude of this change
might be small, because the open pore is lined primarily
by the TM1 helices (15) and a tilt angle of ~70� for TM1
is expected (46) to produce a pore radius that is compatible
with an open channel.
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

We conclude our free energy MD simulation study by
discussing possible Tb-MscL gating mechanisms in terms
of membrane tension, lipid adaptation, conformational
changes, and energetics. Fig. 2 A shows that tilting the
Tb-MscL TM helices (dt, simulation) results in equivalent
system expansion as applying an excess surface tension
(gex, experiment), and these two are linearly related. This
supports the underlying hypothesis that the initial major
response of Tb-MscL to increased membrane tension gex,
possibly from osmotic stress, is the expansion of Tb-MscL
via TM helix tilting (Fig. S1, Figs. 2 A and 3). The hypoth-
esis is further corroborated by the correspondence between
the free energy increase of Tb-MscL as a function of dt and
the work done by gex (Fig. 2 C).
magenta, and cyan) in system (A) dt1, (B) dt15, and (C) dt30. The side chain

esentation.
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Upon TM helix tilting, thinning of lipid bilayer occurs
(black line in Fig. 2 B), as one would expect for a system
with an applied tension. However, if the thinning effect is
the result of an applied tension, its small magnitude seems
insufficient to drive the TM helix tilting. Although such
an observation is counterintuitive to a general MscL gating
mechanism that one might envision, it is possible under the
following two scenarios. First, TM helix tilting rather than
membrane thinning is the direct response to gex. This
scenario requires that the elastic modulus of Tb-MscL
during the initial expansion is smaller than that of the
bilayer membrane. Such requirement could be satisfied,
given the fact that there is an overlap between the measured
elastic moduli for proteins (1.8–20.4 � 1010 dyn/cm2) (47)
and dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine bilayers (1.3–1.9 �
1010 dyn/cm2) (39). Second, the effect of gex is mostly
shown as the thinning of the local lipid bilayer, which is
in direct contact with the MscL channel. The prerequisite
for this hypothesis lies in that lipid-protein interactions are
weaker than those between lipid molecules themselves.
When tension is applied, the local bilayer is more sensitive;
it loses part of its interactions with the channel and becomes
thinner while the rest of the bilayer experiences less thin-
ning effects. The large local thinning effect (Fig. 2 B) leads
to TM tilting and ultimately the channel opening. This
scenario finds its supports from the experimental observa-
tions that MscL opening is modulated by lipids that are in
immediate vicinity to the protein (48) and the gating tension
threshold is higher in bilayers containing phosphatidyletha-
nolamine than pure phosphatidylcholine bilayers (9). Phos-
phatidylethanolamine could strengthen the interactions
between protein and local lipid by i), forming an H-bond
network with MscL and ii), having a larger hydrophobic
thickness than phosphatidylcholine with the same lipid tails
(49,50). Nonetheless, extra experimental and computational
work systematically investigating impacts from both lipid
tail length and lipid headgroup is needed to test these
hypotheses.

During the course of TM tilting, channel expansion is
observed. At dt ¼ 16�, the pore radius of the constriction
zone reaches to 2.4 Å, and the pore becomes water perme-
able. The expanded structure represents an intermediate
between the closed and the fully open states. The free
energy required to achieve this expanded state is similar in
magnitude to the work done by the applied tension gex
(Fig. 2 C). In addition, energy decomposition points out
that the expanded Tb-MscL is the result of tilting and expan-
sion of TM2, which facilitates TM1 tilting with iris-like
motion (Fig. 4 B) via hydrophobic interactions between in-
tersubunit TM1 and TM2 (Fig. 5). At the same time, the
hydrophobic interactions between constriction zone resi-
dues on different subunits are weakened, giving TM1
more freedom, so that they can rearrange to form a fully
open channel. The small contribution of TM1 to the total
PMF, resulting from a balance between DGTM-SOLV and
Biophysical Journal 101(3) 671–679
DGTM-TM (Fig. S5 and Table S3), implies that the transition
between the expanded and fully open Tb-MscL mainly lies
in the rearrangement of the TM1 helices and does not
involve extra work by the tension.
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